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Redding Reloading Equipment Adds
Dies for the 6.5 GAP 4S

Cortland, NY….. With the renewed interest in this great cartridge, Redding
Reloading Equipment is offering a variety of die sets for the 6.5 GAP 4S in 2018.
Derived from the 7MM RSAUM the 6.5 GAP 4S has proven its capabilities with
long barrel life, high velocities and excellent accuracy. The cartridge is at home as either
a long range hunting or target cartridge and continues to grow in popularity, especially
now that factory brass has become available. A wide range of high BC bullet offerings
have also extended the performance envelop of this unique cartridge.
Early in the cartridge development, the originator GA Precision, contacted
Redding to produce custom dies for their use and distribution. The firm has since allowed
Redding to produce a range of dies for the broad market at large. For 2018 Redding
offers Standard, Type –S and Competition Dies and Sets for this cartridge. It can be
formed form both 300 and 7mm SAUM brass and now factory cases have also become
available as well. It is a unique, high performance cartridge completely at home in Short
Actions making it ideal for long range hunting where a lighter rifle is preferred. Of
course, it earned its reputation as an excellent long range precision rifle cartridge with a
mild recoil profile and excellent barrel life.
Whatever the requirement, Redding has the dies and sets for virtually any
handloading need when it comes to the 6.5 GAP 4S also known as the 6.5 SAUM.
Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality,
American Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To learn more
about our ongoing commitment to the precision handloader and to request a copy of the
new 2018 Redding catalog visit: www.redding-reloading.com
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